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the following 15 effects have been updated to version 1.4: solid mix series: solid bus comp, solid dynamics, solid eq reverb classics: rc 24, rc 48 vintage compressors: vc 160, vc 2a, vc 76 premium tube series: enhanced eq, passive eq, vari comp driver supercharger, supercharger gt transient master the vib parameter adjusts the'micro'
movement within the reverb tail, the higher the value, the more extreme the movement. there are eight variations in the palette provided, and it's easy to see how to use each one to achieve the desired effect. decaying sound and increasing decay time are the two main parameters. again, no programming is required, and the software
features a nicely presented graphical interface. the rc48p is best described as a'sweet spot' reverb. it is a subtle, classy and versatile reverb that provides a classic vintage sound in a small and affordable package. it features a 3-band equalizer, stereo width and stereo width. this reverb is great for acoustic guitar, vocals and any other
instrument. the flexibility of the eq is very useful for adjusting the sound to your needs. it also includes a lfo which can be used to control the width of the reverb. all these features make the rc48p an excellent choice for any budget reverb. the rc48p is loaded with features and is the perfect tool for any producer or musician looking for
the classic reverb tone. the rc48s reverb is best described as a'sweet spot' reverb. it is a subtle, classy and versatile reverb that provides a classic vintage sound in a small and affordable package. it features a 3-band equalizer, stereo width and stereo width. this reverb is great for acoustic guitar, vocals and any other instrument. the

flexibility of the eq is very useful for adjusting the sound to your needs. it also includes a lfo which can be used to control the width of the reverb. all these features make the rc48s an excellent choice for any budget reverb. the rc48s is loaded with features and is the perfect tool for any producer or musician looking for the classic reverb
tone.
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in the simulation of mono and stereo reverberations it includes the environment and the character of the room, the frequency response, time response, phase, decay time and sound type (cubed,
mono, stereo or stereo spread). it also includes a number of algorithms and irs to create the original effect. the other algorithms and irs are: another one that does a really good job of capturing a

'classic' ambience is softube's altiverb. it has a sound that is similar to that of alexandros reverb, and if youre after that sound, this is a good option. its also very flexible in terms of tweaking, but you
do have to spend time tweaking settings to get that sound just right. a great plug-in, with a wonderful, musical character. description: native instruments is a german music software company.it is at

the origin of the revolution in music production, which was made by the emergence of virtual musical instruments software modules (plug-ins) used in music production software: logic studio, steinberg
cubase, cakewalk sonar, pro tools, reaper, ableton live and others.through careful design and thoughtful concepts, the companys developments have won acclaim from renowned musicians including
kraftwerk, brian eno, coldcut, depeche mode, junkie xl, kirk hammett (metallica), paul landers and richard kruspe (rammstein) and many others.the companys mission is to develop innovative, fully
integrated solutions for all musical styles and professions.the resulting products are constantly pushing technological boundaries and opening up new creative horizons for both professionals and

amateurs.the following 15 effects have been updated to version 1.4: solid mix series: solid bus comp, solid dynamics, solid eq reverb classics: rc 24, rc 48 vintage compressors: vc 160, vc 2a, vc 76
premium tube series: enhanced eq, passive eq, vari comp driver supercharger, supercharger gt transient master 5ec8ef588b
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